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Niels Bohr proposed that the outcome of the measurement becomes objective and real, and, hence, classical,
when its results can be communicated by classical means. In this work we revisit Bohr’s postulate using modern
tools from the quantum information theory. We find a full confirmation of Bohr’s idea: if a measurement device
is in a nonclassical state, the measurement results cannot be communicated perfectly by classical means. In
this case some part of information in the measurement apparatus is lost in the process of communication: the
amount of this lost information turns out to be the quantum discord. The information loss occurs even when
the apparatus is not entangled with the system of interest. The tools presented in this work allow to generalize
Bohr’s postulate: we show that for pure system-apparatus states quantum communication does not provide any
advantage when measurement results are communicated to more than one recipient. We further demonstrate the
superiority of quantum communication to two recipients on a mixed system-apparatus state and show that this
effect is fundamentally different from quantum state cloning.
Quantum measurement problem arises because our Uni-
verse is quantum to the core, so the interaction between the
(quantum) apparatus A and the measured quantum system S
creates correlation that is also quantum. The joint states of the
apparatus and the system can be even entangled (as is illus-
trated by the Schrödinger’s cat [1]) which leads to interpreta-
tional problems such as the basis ambiguity [2].
Quantum entanglement is a hallmark of quantum corre-
lations: Pure states that possess it violate Bell’s inequality,
showing that quantum mechanics contradicts classical intu-
ition resting on the assumption (expressed by Einstein, Podol-
sky, and Rosen [3]) that state is local – a property of an in-
dividual system. Yet, as our daily experience convincingly
demonstrates, Einstein’s intuition about reality is respected on
the macroscopic level: A state is a property of an individual
system, and while correlations exist, a completely known state
of composite classical system can be always expressed as a
“Cartesian product” of pure local states, so that a state of each
component is also completely known. Entanglement depends
on tensor structure of composite quantum states that allows
and even mandates [4–6] ignorance of the ingredients for a
completely known composite state.
Entanglement is simply impossible in the classical realm.
In general (for mixed – i.e., incompletely known – states)
quantum entanglement is defined by specifying how a com-
posite state can be put together. When it can be assembled
from classical ingredients by mixing direct (ultimately Carte-
sian) products of quantum states of individual subsystems,
composite state can be prepared by observers that employ only
local operations and classical communication (LOCC). Such
states are known as separable, and, by definition, they are not
entangled [7].
Here we show that quantum discord can be defined by con-
sidering the opposite of the process of assembling a state. That
is, when one attempts to pull apart a quantum state so that, in
the end, all the ingredients are classical and can be commu-
nicated classically to distant recipients, the cost of such an
operation is given by quantum discord. Thus, discord is the
information lost when a composite quantum state is disassem-
bled. It is amusing to note that this disparity between how
hard it is to pull a state apart compared to how difficult it is to
put it together has the opposite “sign” than in everyday expe-
rience, as it is generally easier to take apart a device – e.g. a
clock – than it is to put it back together.
Quantum discord is the difference between the quantum
mutual information I(S : A) = S (ρS) + S (ρA) − S (ρSA) and
the information J accessible via the measurement with out-
comes {EAi }, record states of the apparatusA: J(S : A){EAi } =
S (ρS) − ∑i piS (ρSi ), where S is the von Neumann entropy,
pi = Tr[EAi ρ
SA] is the probability of outcome i, and ρSi is
the state of the system after the outcome i has been obtained:
ρSi = TrA[E
A
i ρ
SA]/pi. In the classical domain I and J co-
incide as there is an underlying joint probability distribution
that can be used to express the joint state of the two sys-
tems in terms of the local states of individual subsystems. In
that case, Bayes’ rule holds, and I is identically equal to J
[8]. However, in quantum physics obtaining conditional infor-
mation requires a measurement, and that generally alters the
measured state, so the information obtained by local measure-
ments is less than the mutual information present in the joint
pre-measurement state. The difference between the mutual
information I and the information accessible via the measure-
ment apparatus J is known as quantum discord δ(S : A){EAi } =
I(S : A) − J(S : A){EAi } [9–12]. Quantum discord is then at
least as large as its minimum δ(S : A) = min{EAi } δ(S : A){EAi }.
In recent years, various applications for quantum discord
and related quantum correlations have been discovered. They
range from interpreting the difference between quantum and
classical Maxwell’s demons [13], to the creation of entangle-
ment in the measurement process [14, 15], and the use of en-
tanglement in the task of quantum state merging [16, 17]. Al-
ternative thermodynamical approach has also been presented
in [18]. Recent results also provide evidence that quantum
discord is a resource in the tasks of entanglement distribution
[19, 20], remote state preparation [21], and information en-
coding [22]. The role of quantum discord in the historical
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Figure 1. Ideal classical communication to a distant recipient. Left
part of the figure shows the initial situation: the system S is corre-
lated with the apparatusA. The recipient R is initially not correlated
with SA. Right part of the figure shows the ideal final setup after
the application of LOCC protocol between A and R. In the ideal
case the recipient R obtains the full information which was initially
present in the apparatusA.
debate between EPR and Bohr was also subjected to scrutiny,
showing that quantum discord is closely related to Bohr’s cri-
terion for disturbance [23]. Experimentally friendly measures
of quantum discord have also been considered in [24, 25].
Moreover, quantum discord was identified as the resource for
the quantum computing protocol known as DQC1 [26, 27].
Remarkably, the algorithm does not require any entanglement,
and it was shown in [27] that a typical instance of DQC1 has
nonzero quantum discord.
We revisit Bohr’s original idea that a quantum measurement
outcome is classical when it can be communicated by classi-
cal means in the light of recent information-theoretic results.
We consider the scenario illustrated in Fig. 1. Initially, infor-
mation about the system S manifests itself in a joint quantum
state between S and a measurement apparatus A (left part of
Fig. 1). Suppose that the state of the apparatus is commu-
nicated classically to the recipient R. As is customary in the
quantum information theory, we allow classical communica-
tion and arbitrary quantum operations to be performed locally
onA andR. The total procedure is known as “local operations
and classical communication” (LOCC) [28]. The aim of this
process is to give the recipient R all the information about the
systemS, which was initially present in the apparatusA (right
part of Fig. 1). If this procedure was possible for some LOCC
protocol, we would say that the measurement results can be
perfectly communicated by classical means. Then, according
to Bohr’s postulate, the apparatus would carry solely classical
information about the system S. If, on the other hand, the pro-
cess is not possible for any LOCC protocol, some part of the
information about the system is unavoidably lost on the way to
the recipient. In this case, the apparatus must have contained
information about the system, which could not be communi-
cated by classical means, and thus (according to Bohr) must
have been quantum.
Note that the final state between the system S and the re-
cipient R is never entangled. This means that the procedure
described above cannot be implemented perfectly when the
system is initially entangled with the apparatus. This obser-
vation underscores the quantum nature of entanglement: all
entangled states contain information that is nonclassical. One
might expect that this quantum feature disappears for all sep-
arable system-apparatus states, since these states can be pro-
duced using solely classical means. However, this is not the
case: we will see below that even separable states can contain
information which cannot be communicated classically.
In the following, we quantify the information in the appara-
tusA about the system S by the quantum mutual information
I(S : A). The information gained by the recipient R about
the system S after applying the LOCC protocol is given by
their mutual information I(S : R). Our main question can
then be stated as follows: How much information can a re-
cipient gain about a system by classical means? That is, we
are interested in the maximal mutual information between S
and R, maximized over all possible LOCC protocols between
the apparatusA and the recipient R. The corresponding quan-
tity will be called Ic, where the superscript c tells us that the
communication is classical. Our main result is the following
closed expression for Ic:
Ic = I(S : A) − δ(S : A), (1)
which is also equal to the measure of classical correlations
introduced in [11].
The key idea behind the proof of this result is the fact, that
the final state ρSRfinal is never entangled, and that the total ini-
tial state has the product form ρSA ⊗ ρR [29]. If we con-
sider the map Λ from the initial state ρSA onto the separa-
ble final state ρSRfinal = Λ(ρ
SA), this map must be entanglement
breaking [30]. This implies that the final state has the form
ρSRfinal =
∑
i TrA[EAi ρ
SA]⊗σRi . From this result the structure of
the optimal LOCC protocol becomes evident: the apparatus
A is measured with a measurement
{
EAi
}
, and the outcome i
is communicated to the recipient R, who prepares the state σRi
locally. The best choice for states σRi is to take them pure and
orthogonal [31]. In this case the mutual information becomes
I(S : R) = J(S : A){EAi }. Eq. (1) is obtained by taking the
maximum over all measurements.
When the quantum discord between the system S and the
apparatus A is nonzero, Ic will always be below the initial
mutual information I(S : A). This tells us that any state with
nonzero quantum discord contains nonclassical information,
i.e., information which cannot be communicated by classi-
cal means. Interestingly, this statement also includes system-
apparatus states that are separable, i.e., not entangled. This
follows from the fact that quantum discord can be nonzero
even when the system is not entangled with the apparatus [10].
The results presented so far fully support Bohr’s seminal
idea: a measurement outcome can be regarded as classical
when it can be classically communicated to a distant recip-
ient. From this point of view, the distinction between the
classical and quantum world arises from constraints on the
way information is communicated. We could also paraphrase
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Figure 2. Distributing information to two recipients. Left part of
the figure shows the initial situation: The apparatus A is initially
correlated with the system S, while two recipients R1 and R2 are
not correlated with SA. The final situation after the application of a
general quantum channel Λ is shown in the right part of the figure.
In the desired final case both recipients have the same information
about the system, I(S : R1) = I(S : R2).
Wheeler’s summary of Bohr’s views and say that “No phe-
nomenon is a phenomenon until it is a classically communi-
cable phenomenon” [32, p. 182ff.]. On the other hand, when
quantum communication between the apparatusA and the re-
cipient R is allowed, the process always succeeds, even if the
measurement apparatus is nonclassical [33]. Thus, our main
result in Eq. (1) provides a physical interpretation for quan-
tum discord: it measures the advantage of quantum communi-
cation for passing on information. In particular, this advantage
is maximal for maximally entangled states, since these states
also have maximal quantum discord. One might expect that
the advantage remains at least to some degree if the informa-
tion is communicated to more than one recipient. However,
as we show in the following, already for two recipients the
superiority of quantum communication disappears for all pure
system-apparatus states.
We consider the system S and the apparatus A, initially in
a joint state (left part of Fig. 2). Instead of one recipient R
we now introduce two recipients R1 and R2. The recipients
have access to the apparatus A via a communication channel
Λ, that will be specified below. Aim of the process is to give
both recipients the same amount of information about the sys-
tem, i.e., I(S : R1) = I(S : R2) (right part of Fig. 2). Applying
the same line of reasoning as before, we arrive at the follow-
ing question: How much information can each of two recipi-
ents gain about a system? We denote the maximal amount of
such shared information attainable via LOCC by Ic2, where the
lower index gives the number of recipients. From the previous
results is clear that the number of recipients does not change
anything in the case of classical communication: Icn = I
c for
any number of recipients n.
We will now compare this quantity to the amount of mutual
information attainable via quantum communication, which
will be denoted by Iq2 . Since quantum communication is more
general than any LOCC protocol, it must be that Iqn ≥ Icn,
which is indeed true for any number of recipients n. In the
single-recipient scenario this inequality becomes strict for all
states with nonzero quantum discord: in all these cases quan-
tum communication provides an advantage. In particular, for
all pure system-apparatus states we have Iq1 = 2I
c
1, i.e., quan-
tum communication can outperform the best LOCC protocol
by a factor of 2. However, as we show in the following, quan-
tum communication does not provide any advantage for any
number of recipients n ≥ 2, if the initial system-apparatus
state is pure:
Iqn = Icn. (2)
For proving this result we first consider the two-recipients
scenario, i.e., n = 2. The amount of information attainable by
classical means is Ic2 = S (ρ
S). We will now show that Iq2 = I
c
2.
For this we can assume that each recipient initially has the
state |0〉Ri , i.e., the total initial state is |ψtot〉 = |ψ〉SA |0〉R1 |0〉R2 .
After the application of a quantum channel, the final state can
be written as ρSAR1R2final = TrB[UρtotU
†], where B is an an-
cilla, ρtot = |ψtot〉 〈ψtot| ⊗ |0〉 〈0|B, and U is a unitary acting
onAR1R2B. Since mutual information does not increase un-
der partial trace [31], it follows that I(S : R1) + I(S : R2) ≤
I(S : AR1) + I(S : R2B), where ρSR2B = TrAR1 [UρtotU†]. On
the other hand, since the total system SAR1R2B is in a pure
state, we get S (ρAR1 ) = S (ρSR2B) and S (ρR2B) = S (ρSAR1 )
so that I(S : AR1) + I(S : R2B) = 2S (ρS), leading to the
inequality I(S : R1) + I(S : R2) ≤ 2Ic2. Since we demand that
I(S : R1) = I(S : R2), both quantities cannot be larger than Ic2,
which implies Iq2 = I
c
2. Note that this reasoning also implies
the equality Iqn = Icn for any number of recipients n ≥ 2, since
it shows that for each pair of recipients Ri and R j with i , j
the sum I(S : Ri) + I(S : R j) never exceeds 2Ic2. These re-
sults can also be generalized to asymmetric protocols, where
the final mutual information between the system and each of
n recipients is not necessarily the same. In this case, quan-
tum communication cannot outperform LOCC on average:
1
n
∑n
i=1 I(S : Ri) ≤ Icn. This can be seen using the same ar-
guments as above, noting that the sum
∑n
i=1 I(S : Ri) never
exceeds n · Icn.
It is now natural to ask whether Eq. (2) also holds for ini-
tially mixed states ρSA. We will see in the following that in
general this is not the case: for mixed system-apparatus states
quantum communication can outperform classical communi-
cation. This will be demonstrated using the initial state
ρSA =
1
2
|0〉 〈0|S ⊗ |ψ〉 〈ψ|A + 1
2
|1〉 〈1|S ⊗ |φ〉 〈φ|A (3)
with |ψ〉 = cos θ |0〉+sin θ |1〉 and |φ〉 = sin θ |0〉+cos θ |1〉. For
this initial state, Ic can be evaluated using the Koashi-Winter
relation [34]. The result is shown in Fig. 3.
On the other hand, the maximal amount of information Iq2
attainable via a quantum channel can be bounded below by
any imperfect cloning protocol for the two states |ψ〉 and |φ〉.
In the following we will use the protocol for “optimal state-
dependent cloning” presented in [35]. The corresponding mu-
tual information I(S : R1) = I(S : R2) between the system S
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Figure 3. Main figure shows the maximal amount of information
attainable by classical means Ic (solid line) and the mutual informa-
tion I(S : R1) = I(S : R2) for the “optimal state-dependent cloning”
(dashed line) for the state given in Eq. (3) as a function of θ. The
inset shows the difference Ic − I(S : R1). For θ′ < θ < pi/4 with
θ′ ≈ 0.093pi quantum communication outperforms any LOCC proto-
col, see main text for details.
and each of the recipientsR1 andR2 is shown in Fig. 3. As can
be seen from the difference Ic− I(S : R1) shown in the inset of
Fig. 3, the cloning procedure outperforms any LOCC protocol
in the region θ′ < θ < pi/4 with θ′ ≈ 0.093pi. However, quite
surprisingly, we also see that LOCC outperforms the protocol
of optimal state-dependent cloning for 0 < θ < θ′. The rea-
son for this counterintuitive behavior is the fact that the proto-
col considered in [35] was optimized for a different figure of
merit known as global fidelity. These results demonstrate the
fundamental difference between the new task of distributing
correlations considered in this Letter and the task of cloning a
quantum state [36, 37].
The results presented so far can be seen as an extension
of Bohr’s postulate: classicality emerges also whenever the
outcome of a measurement is shared by more than one recipi-
ent. As sharing of information is a prerequisite for “objective
reality” [38–40], our results indicate that objective informa-
tion is necessarily classical: For pure system-apparatus states
classicality arises whenever data are communicated to more
than one party, independently from the nature of the commu-
nication channel. Moreover, a natural operational definition
of discord turns out to be a counterpoint of the operational
definition of entanglement: A composite state that cannot be
assembled by classical means is entangled. Similarly, a com-
posite state that cannot be disassembled by classical means is
still quantum – it has a nonvanishing discord, quantum infor-
mation lost in the process of deconstructing it into classical
ingredients.
Finally, we point out that the single-recipient scenario, as
shown in Fig. 1, can also be regarded as a modified version
of the quantum state merging [41]. There are however two
essential differences to the situation considered in [41]. We
do not demand that the total system SAR is in a pure state
and, in contrast to [41], we do not allow any entanglement
to be shared between A and R. Moreover, the discussion in
[41] concentrates on the scenario where many copies of the
same state are available. We expect that a fruitful compari-
son of the two approaches can be made, if the results of our
work are also extended to the many-copy case. On the other
hand, the situation of many recipients, as illustrated in Fig.
2, can be related to the protocol known as local broadcasting
[42, 43]. While in Ref. [43] the authors conclude that per-
fect local broadcasting is only possible for states with zero
quantum discord, our result in Eq. (2) can be regarded as a
generalization to the case of all pure states. From this point of
view, our results imply that local broadcasting of a pure state
never requires quantum communication; the best performance
is always achievable with LOCC.
We conclude with Bohr’s statement [44]: “No observation
is an observation unless we can communicate the results of
that observation to others in plain language.” In this work we
have shown that this statement is not only philosophical: if
measurement outcomes are to be communicated to distant re-
cipients by classical means, the measurement apparatus must
be in a classical state. In this sense, classicality naturally
arises when communication is restricted to plain language.
Moreover, we have applied our results to the case when mea-
surement outcomes are communicated to more than one re-
cipient. We found that for pure system-apparatus states quan-
tum communication does not provide any advantage, show-
ing that classicality arises in this case regardless of the na-
ture of the communication. Although quantum communica-
tion is superior to classical communication on mixed system-
apparatus states, there is strong evidence [45–47] that in the
limit n → ∞, i.e., for a large number of recipients, the result
in Eq. (2) becomes valid for all mixed states. A rigorous proof
of this statement is left open for future research.
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